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As a first step we define an extremality condition for paragroups, then we prove
that any given extremal paragroup is equivalent to a Popa system constructed with
the string algebras associated with the starting paragroup. As a corollary, we get
that any extremal paragroup can be thought of as the paragroup coming from a
(generally non-hyperfinite) extremal inclusion of II1 factors. Then we define a free
composition for paragroups, using as a model the definition by V. Jones and
D. Bisch of free composition of subfactors; and we prove that for any two given
paragroups P1 and P2 there always exists a third paragroup P which realizes the
free composition of P1 and P2 .  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In his celebrated work [21], Vaughan Jones defines for the first time the
index [M : N] of an inclusion N/M of II1 factors.
After his pioneering results, much has been done to better understand
and classify inclusions of both von Neumann Algebras and C*-Algebras;
see for instance [24, 25] (and the motivating [11, 12]) to cite just one
single important and beautiful application. Among the many other results,
A. Ocneanu and S. Popa define two very important invariant objects for
extremal (see [29]) inclusions of finite factors: the paragroup (see
[2628]), and the Popa system, or standard lattice (see [34], where it is
also proved that any such system comes from a subfactor.)
In their recent work (see [6]), D. Bisch and V. Jones make a further step
analyzing and completely describing the structure of the FussCatalan
algebras associated with the inclusion N/P/M. In [6] they define the
notion of free composition of two subfactors, and they show that the
FussCatalan algebras realize the free composition of subfactors with prin-
cipal graphs An and Am , with n, m # [3, 4, ...] _ [] (see [6] for details).
From these starting points originates the work presented here.
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We begin by showing that a special class of paragroups satisfying an
extremality condition, is in a certain sense equivalent to Popa systems, in
particular we prove that if P=(GH, +, W) satisfies an extremality condi-
tion (Definition 1), then a portion of the set of its canonically associated
string algebras yields a Popa system (Aij) (Theorem 3.5). It should be
pointed out here that the proof of this theorem does not require for the
graphs G and H to be finite or strongly amenable.
As a consequence of this first step, and applying the key Theorem 3.1 in
[34] (in which it is shown that for any given standard *-lattice (Aij) there
exists an extremal subfactor N/M such that M$i & Mj=Aij , and that
N/M can be taken hyperfinite if the graph 1 of (Aij) is strongly
amenable), we get that for any extremal paragroup P there exists an
extremal inclusion of II1 factors N/M such that P&PN/M , where PN/M
denotes the paragroup of the inclusion N/M, and the equivalence relation
between paragroups is defined in [13]. Observe that this was a well known
fact for strongly amenable inclusions; see for instance [13, 33] for details.
We then define after [6, 17] the free composition of two paragroups (see
Definition 4.5), which is the natural counterpart of the free composition of
two subfactors introduced in [6]. Loosely speaking, the triple N/P/M
realizes a free composition if the P&P bimodules generated by N/P and
P/M have, as is explained in [6], ‘‘no cancellation.’’
The formal definition is inspired by the free techniques a la Voiculescu
(see [39]) and can be found explicitly in [17]. To be more precise, say
that P is an extremal paragroup and call 5 its associated fusion algebra
(see [17] and Section 4). Then we say that P is the free composition of P1
and P2 if 5 is the free product of the fusion algebras 51 of P1 and 52 of P2
(see [17]).
We then proceed to the task of constructing the free composition of two
given extremal paragroups P1 and P2 .
The idea goes as follows. The first step will be to analyze in detail what
happens if we are given a free triple N/P/M, where P1 &PN/P , and
P2 &PP/M . Of course we do not know a priori if such an object exists;
however, if we assume it does, then we can perform a detailed analysis on
the paragroup P=(GH, +, W) of N/M. It turns out that it is possible to
completely and exhaustively describe G, H, +, and W in terms of the
respective ingredients of P1 and P2 , i.e., in terms of Gi , Hi , +i , and Wi ,
where i # [1, 2]. In particular, we can always write down explicitly two
graphs, a weight vector, and a table of unitary matrices, which depend only
on the two given starting paragroups P1 and P2 .
Now we can begin with the actual construction of the free composition
of P1 and P2 , and since we know that extremal paragroups can always be
thought of as coming from extremal inclusions of II1 factors, we can start
by considering a triple N/P/M such that P1 &PN/P , and P2 &PP/M .
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Observe that in general the triple above is far from being free; however, it
will soon turn out that such an object always contains a model of the free
composition. Using Popa’s terminology, the free composition of P1 and P2
is a minimal sublattice inside the standard lattice determined by the
starting inclusion N/M.
The first data we are going to define are the two graphs G and H. These
two graphs will be constructed using an inductive procedure, consisting in
keeping only a special subset of the set of all the intertwiner operators
labeling the edges of the graphs of the starting PN/M . In particular we will
get the same two graphs as in the analysis we performed earlier, when we
assumed a free composition existed. As a next step, we have to define a
weight vector + and a connection W on these two graphs, and the natural
thing to do is to use the weight vector and the table of unitaries from the
same analysis above.
At this point we have a triple (GH, +, W) and the only thing left to do
is to show it defines an extremal paragroup. We can check directly on the
single blocks that they satisfy unitarity and renormalization; harmonicity
and initialization are easy to check as well. This concludes the proof,
because flatness is now almost automatic, since we can apply the same
standard argument used to show that paragroups coming from inclusions
of subfactors are flat.
As a last remark, observe that the two graphs G and H are always
infinite, even if P1 and P2 are finite dept; and that this construction is very
explicit, in the sense that we actually produce the paragroup of P1 V P2 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
For the convenience of the reader, and to set down notations and ter-
minology, we briefly recall in this section the basic definitions of paragroup
and Popa system.
Definition 2.1. A system (G, +, W ) is called a paragroup if
(1) G consists of four connected graphs G0 , G1 , G2 , and G3 ;
(2) the edges of Gi are disjoint from those of Gj , for i{ j;
(3) each of the Gi has even and odd vertices, and
(a) V0 is the set the even vertices of G3 and G0 ,
(b) V1 is the set the odd vertices of G0 and G1 ,
(c) V2 is the set the even vertices of G1 and G2 ,
(d) V3 is the set the odd vertices of G2 and G3 ;
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(4) there is a starting even vertex V0 for G0 and G3 , and a starting
even vertex V1 for G1 and G2 ;
(5) + is a map from the set of vertices onto the positive real numbers;
(6) W is a connection defined on the cells arising from G;
(7) (G, +, W) satisfies the five axioms of unitarity, harmonicity,
initialization, renormalization, and flatness.
Definition 2.1 is a generalization of the definition of paragroup in
[13, 27], where the four graphs Gi , i=0, ..., 3 are required to be finite. We
will call in the following a finite paragroup a paragroup P with finite
graphs G0 , ..., G3 .
We will call Ai, j the usual double sequence of C*-algebras constructed
on the given paragroup P=(G, +, W),
A0, 0/A0, 1/A0, 2 } } }
& & &
A1, 0/A1, 1/A1, 2 } } }
& & &
A2, 0/A2, 1/A2, 2 } } }
b b b
The following can be found in [34].
Definition 2.2. Let Ai, j be a double sequence of finite dimensional
C*-algebras, with 0i j<, Ai, j /Ak, l for all ki, jl, and Ai, i=C
for all i0. Finally assume that there is a faithful trace { on
A0, =n=0 A0, n .
The system above is called a *-lattice of commuting squares if the follow-
ing three conditions are satisfied:
(L1) (The Commuting Square Condition) For all the indices i, j, k,
and l for which it makes sense, the following is a commuting square,
Ai, j / Ai, l
_ _
Ak, j /Ak, l
(L2) (Existence of Jones *-Projections) There exists a sequence of
Jones projections ei , for i2, such that:
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(1) ej # Ai&2, k , for 2i jk;
(2) the Jones projections implement the horizontal conditional
expectations, i.e.,
ej+1xej+1=Ei, j&1(x) ej+1 \i j&1, x # A i, j ;
(3) the Jones projections implement the vertical conditional expec-
tations, i.e.,
ei xei=Ei, j (x) ei \i j, x # Ai&1, j .
(L3) (Index Condition) for all i and j:
(1) Ind(Ai, j /Ai, j+1)*&1, Ei, j (ej+1)=*I;
(2) Ind(Ai, j /Ai&1, j)*&1, Ei&1, j (ei)=*I.
The *-lattice is called standard if in addition:
(L4) (Commutation Relations) [Ai, j , Ak, l]=0 for all ijkl.
For the following, see [34]:
Theorem 2.3. Let (Ai, j)0i j be a standard *-lattice. Then there exists
an extremal inclusion of II1 factors N/M of index [M : N]=*&1 such that
M$i & Mj=Ai, j . Moreover if the graph 1 of (Ai, j)0i j is strongly amenable
then N, M can be taken hyperfinite.
3. AN EQUIVALENCE THEOREM
Generally speaking, a paragroup (G, +, W) is a triple of four graphs, a
weights vector, and a family of unitary operators satisfying several proper-
ties, but of course this setting is quite general: it is obvious in fact that since
we allow infinite graphs, a paragroup P may or may not come from an
inclusion N/M. It turns out however that if P satisfies the following
Definition 3.1, then we can find an extremal inclusion N/M such that
P=PN/M .
Definition 3.1. The paragroup (G , +, W) is called extremal if:
(1) the four graphs G0 , G1 , G2 , and G3 which form G are such that
G0 =G3=G
G1=G2=H
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(2) for any possible choice of V , a, !, and ’, with |!|= |’|=1,
VA ww
& x
:
x, &
! &~ - +(x)=$!, ’ - +(a), (1)
a ww
’~
VM
where &~ denotes the reflection of & (via the Initialization Axiom), and A,
B # [N, M], with A{B.
The following theorem justifies the definition above:
Theorem 3.2. If N/M is an extremal inclusion of II1 factors, then
PN/M is an extremal paragroup.
Proof. We will prove that for any fixed !, ’ # hom(M , a),
VN ww
& x
:
x, &
! &~ - +(x)=$!, ’ - +(a)
a ww
’~
VM
(the other half of the theorem, the one obtained by switching VN with VM ,
is proved in the same way).
Let’s begin by observing that the LHS of 3 is equal to
:
x, &
- +(x) ’~ b (!IM) b (IM &*) b &~ # hom( M MM)
which we are going to evaluate at I # M.
Step 1. Fix [mi : i=1, ..., n] a basis for NM, and remember that
& # hom(M, x) and &~ # hom(M x, VM). &~ is &’s left Frobenius dual, which
means that for I # M,
&~ *(I )=|MM|12 |N x|&12 :
i
m i N &(mi M I ).
Then, by the extremality condition,
:
x, &
- +(x)(IM &*) b &~ *(I )
= :
x, &
- +(x) |N x| &12 :
i
(IM &*)(mi N &(m i))
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= :
x, &
- +(x) | Nx|&12 :
i
(m i N &* b &(mi))
=:
i
m i N \:x, & - +(x) |N x|
&12 &* b &(mi)+
=:
i
m i N \[M : N]&14 :x, & &* b &(mi)+
=[M : N]&14 :
i
m i N m i .
Step 2. By simply applying the definition of Frobenius dual, we find
:
i
’~ b (!(mi )N mi)=$!, ’ |aN |12.
Step 3. It is clear now that
:
!, &
- +(x) ’~ b (!IM) b (IM &*) b &~ *(I )
=[M : N]&14 $!, ’ |aN |12
=$!, ’ - +(a),
again by the extremality assumption. Q.E.D
Remark 3.3. A finite paragroup P is always extremal. In fact it is well
known (see [13, 27]) that there is a bijection between finite paragroups on
one side, and finite index, hyperfinite, and finite depth inclusions of II1
factors on the other.
Since it is obvious that a standard *-lattice completely determines an
extremal paragroup, we have only to prove that an extremal paragroup
yields a standard Popa system.
Fix then P=(GH, +, W) an extremal paragroup and consider the
extended path algebras model [Ai, j , j&i], obtained in the natural way
from our original model simply by adding one row (one column) at a time.
What we want to prove now is that the double sequence restricted to
j1 and j&i is a standard *-lattice with respect to the vertical Jones’
projections en ’s, with *=;&2.
The first non-obvious property is part (3) of (L2). As a first step call f&n
the horizontal Jones projections,
An+2, &n % f&n= :
#, $
1
;
- +(#f) +($f) (# } #~ , $ } $ ).
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Lemma 3.4. If P is extremal, then the horizontal Jones’ projections coin-
cide with the vertical ones. More exactly,
en= f&n+2
for all n1.
Proof. Denote by !, * two length one horizontal paths starting from
An, &n ; and by #, $ two vertical paths of length one starting from
An&2, &n+2 . By using the identification axiom, the connection W, and
Definition 3.1, we get
en=
1
;
:
#, $
- +(#f) +($f) (# } #~ , $ } $ )
V ww# #f V ww
$ $f
=
1
;
:
#, $
:
!, %, *, \
- +(#f) +($f) ! # * $ (! } %, * } \)
!f ww% V *f ww\ V
V ww# #f
=
1
;
:
!, %, *, \ \:# - +(#f) ! #~ +!f ww% V
V ww$ $f
} \:$ - +($f) * $ + (! } %, * } \)*f ww\ V
= :
!, *
1
;
- +(!f) +(*f) (! } ! , * } * )= f&n+2 ,
which completes the proof. Q.E.D
The commuting square condition is now clear (also through Lemma 3.4).
For the index conditions, we will prove only that
Ind(An, 1 /An+1, 1);2,
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because the general case is shown using the same techniques. To begin with,
it is very easy to check that a quasi-basis for An+1, 1 over An, 1 is given by
m*, #=:
=
;+(=f)+(*f) (= } *, = } #),
where of course * and # have the same starting and ending vertices, and =’s
are all the vertical paths of length n starting with V .
Then we have that
:
*, #
m*, #m#, *= :
=, *, #
;+(=f)
+(*f)
(= } *, = } *), (2)
which implies
;+(*f):
#
+(=f). (3)
This is enough to conclude that Ind(An, 1 /An+1, 1);2.
The same technique can be applied to An, i /An+1, i (for i1 and
n&i), and to Ai, n /Ai, n+1 (for i&n and n0).
The last axiom L4 is nothing else than a reformulation of the flatness of
the paragroup P.
This completes the proof that there is a bijection between extremal
paragroups and *-lattices. We can therefore apply [34, Theorem 3.1] to get
the inverse of Theorem 3.2:
Theorem 3.5. If P=(GH, +, W) is an extremal paragroup, then the
extended path algebras model Ai, j restricted to i & j and j1 is a standard
;&2-lattice of commuting squares. Thus, as a corollary of Theorem 3.1 in
[34], there exists an extremal inclusion of II1 factors N/M such that
P&PN/M .
As a last remark, observe that Theorem 3.5 generalizes a well known
result for finite paragroups: it is proved in [13, 27] that for any finite
paragroup P there exists a finite index, finite depth inclusion of II1 factors
N/M such that P&PN/M . However, the situation with infinite graphs is
complicated by the fact the inclusion we get is not hyperfinite, which is
always the case in the finite paragroup case.
4. FREE COMPOSITIONS
That the notion of free composition is an important tool in modern
mathematics is beyond doubt (see for instance [1, 2, 57, 39, 40] and
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the references therein), and the idea of looking at free composition in sub-
factors theory can be found for the first time in [6], where it plays an
essential role in the understanding of the structure of the Fuss Catalan
Algebras.
In [6], Bisch and Jones prove that free compositions exist, and in fact
they use diagrams and planar algebras (see [6]) to describe explicitly the
structure of the free composition of An and Am , where n, m # [3, 4, ...] _
[]. In particular, in [7] they use planar algebras and the diagrammatic
approach to describe free compositions in a general framework.
There are several equivalent ways to define free compositions: see for
instance [5, 6, 17]. We will recall here the one by Hiai and Izumi [17],
based on the concept of fusion algebras. The following definition and ter-
minology come from [13, 17]
Definition 4.1. A graded fusion algebra 5=! # 50 Z! over Z with
basis 50 is defined as follows. 5 is an associative algebra over Z spanned
by !i ’s in 50 as a Z vector space, and satisfying:
(1) Each ! # 50 has a left attribution and a right attribution, and
there are two possibilities for attributions, denoted by A and B. The nota-
tion A!B means that ! has left attribution A and right attribution B.
(2) There exist non-negative integers N ‘!, ’ , called the structure con-
stants, for !, ’, and ‘ in 50 such that
!’=:
‘
N ‘!, ’ ‘.
N ‘!, ’ {0 only if the right attribution of ! coincides with the left of ’, and
in that case the left attribution of ! coincides with the left attribution of ‘,
the right attribution of ’ coincides with the right attribution of ‘.
(3) There exists a map
50  50
!  !
called conjugation, which interchanges right and left attributions, and such
that its linear extension to 5 satisfies
!’=’ ! , \!, ’ # 50 .
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(4) There are identities A VA and B VB , denoted by VA and VB ,
respectively, satisfying
VA!=!, \!= A!,
! VA=!, \!=!A ,
VB’=’, \’= B’,
’ V =’, \’=’B .
(5) Frobenius reciprocity holds as
N ‘!, ’=N
!
‘’ =N
’
! , ‘ \!, ’, ‘ # 50 .
(6) There exists a dimension function d: 50  [1, ) such that d(!)=
d(! ), and d(!) d(’)=‘ N ‘!, ’ d(‘), for all !, ’ # 50 .
The following is the graded analogue of [17, Proposition 1.2].
Proposition 4.2. Let 5 be a graded fusion algebra. Then
(1) N ‘!, ’=N
‘
’ , ! , for all !, ’ # 50 :
(2) N*!, ’=$’, ! , for all !, ’ # 50 , and for both V = VA and VB ;
(3) V = V , and d( V )=1, for both V = VA and VB ;
(4) ! =!, for all ! # 5;
(5) |[! # 50 : N ‘!, ’>0]|min[d(!)
2, d(’)2], for all !, ’ # 50 ;
(6) d( } ) extends to a Z-linear multiplicative function d: 5  R by
d \ m!!+= m! d(!).
Proof. (1) This is clear from the definition.
(2) Fix V = VA (the other case is similarly proved). Say that !,
’ # 50 . Then NVA=!, ’=N
’
! , VA by Frobenius reciprocity. But now ! =
! } VA=’ N
’
! , VA ’ implies that N
’
! , VA=0 for all ’{! , and N
’
! , VA=1 for
’=! .
(3) Fix V = VA . Then we have VA } VA= VA , so that N V AV A, V A=1.
Since we know from (2) that N V AV A, V A=$ V A, V A , this implies VA= V A .
(4) To fix the ideas, say that ! # 50 has A right attribution. By
Frobenius reciprocity N V A! , !=N
!
V A, ! , and the last is clearly (1). This and (2)
imply ! =!.
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(5) It is clear from Frobenius reciprocity that if N ‘!, ’>0, then
d(!)d(‘) d(’), so |[! # 50 : N ‘!, ’>0] |‘ d(!)
&1 d(‘) d(’) N ‘!, ’=d(’)
2.
The other inequality is a consequence of (1).
(6) This is obvious from the definition. Q.E.D
The definition of graded fusion algebra is obviously modeled after the
one coming from subfactor theory: if P=(GH, +, W ) is an extremal
paragroup, then it makes sense to talk about its graded fusion algebra 5P .
We can now define the free product of two graded fusion algebras.
Again, this is the graded counterpart of [17, Sect. 8]. Also, the following
definition could be easily generalized to the free product of a family
[5 (i)] i # I of graded fusion algebras.
Let 5 1 and 5 2 be two graded fusion algebras, rand call A and B the
grades in 51, B and C the grades in 5 2 (so they have the common grade
B). Denote by 5 the free Z module with basis
50=[ VA , VC] _ [!1!2 } } } !n]n # N , (4)
where
(1) !k # 5 ik0 "[ VB], ik # [1, 2], i1 {i2 } } } {in ;
(2) !k are graded B-B, for k=2, 3, ..., n&1;
(3) !1 is either graded A-B in 5 1, or C-B in 52;
(4) !n is either graded B-A in-5 1, or B-C in 52.
The multiplication in 5 is defined on the basis by the following recursive
procedure. For !=!1!2 } } } !2 and ’=’1’2 } } } ’m in 50 (’k # 5 jk0 ), set
(!1!2 } } } !n) } (’1’2 } } } ’m)=0
if 5 in{5 j1; meanwhile if 5 in=5 j1 (to fix the ideas say that 5 in=5 j1=5 1),
then set
(!1 !2 } } } !n) } (’1’2 } } } ’m)= :
‘{VB
N ‘!n , ’1 !1 } } } !n&1‘’2 } } } ’m
+N VB!n, ’1(!1 } } } !n&1) } (’2 } } } ’m),
where the first sum is extended to all the ‘ # 5 10 , ‘{ VB ; and the second
summand is not zero if and only if !n=’ 1 (in which case N VB!n, ’1=1). A
word about this second summand: observe that the elements !1 } } } !n&1
and ’2 } } } ’m do not belong to the basis 50 , because !n&1 and ’2 are
labeled B-B. Still the recursive procedure makes sense, because in this case
the product !n&1’2 is well defined in 5 2, so we can write it as a linear com-
bination of elements in 5 20 . The recursive procedure should now be clear.
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The conjugation is defined by
!1 !2 } } } !n =! n } } } ! 2! 1 , (5)
and the dimension function by
d(!1!2 } } } !n)=d(!1) d(!2) } } } d(!n). (6)
Lemma 4. 5 defined above is a graded fusion algebra.
Proof. It easy to get convinced that associativity comes from Frobenius
reciprocity in 51 and 5 2. To prove Frobenius reciprocity, fix !=
!1 !2 } } } !n , and ’=’1 ’2 } } } ’m in 50 . If ‘ # 50 is such that N ‘!, ’>0, then ‘
can only be of the type
!1 } } } !n&k‘k’k+1 } } } ’m , k1,
where
(1) in= j1 , in&1= j2 , ..., in&k+1= jk ;
(2) !n=’ 1 , !n&1=’ 2 , ..., !n&k+2=’ k&1 ;
(3) ‘k # 5 jk0 "[ VB].
Thus we have
N ‘!, ’=N
‘k
!n&k+1, ’k , N
’
! , ‘=N
’k
! n&k+1, ‘k , N
!
‘, ’ =N
! n&k+1
‘k, ’ k ,
which completes the proof. Q.E.D
Definition 4.4. The graded fusion algebra constructed above is called
the free product of 5 1 and 52, and it is denoted by 5 1 V 52.
Definition 4.5. Assume that P, P1 , and P2 are extremal paragroups.
Then P is called the free composition of P1 and P2 if 5P is the free product
of 5P1 and 5P2 . We will then write P=P1 V P2 . Also, an inclusion
N/P/M where both N/P and P/M are extremal II1 factors, is called
a free composition if the graded fusion algebra of N/M is the free product
of the ones of N/P and P/M.
5. A LIST OF CASES
Assume now that a free composition N/P/M is given. In this section
we will see how it is possible to write down in a very explicit way the
paragroup of N/M from the paragroups of N/P and P/M.
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Remark 5.1. To streamline a little the notations in the following, we
will also assume that both N/P and P/M are irreducible, even though
the same arguments work if we only require extremality.
Before the next step, some terminology:
(1) We start calling P1=(G1 H1 , +1 , W1) and P2=(G2H2 , +2 , W2)
respectively the paragroups of N/P and P/M.
(2) Look at the inclusion N/P, and at its paragroup P1 . Set
X=N XP= N L2(P)P ,
Y=PYM= PL2(M)M .
(3) We will call [Xi] i # I the set of irreducible bimodules other than
X in P1 . Analogously, [Y j] j # J is the set of irreducible bimodules other
than Y in P2 .
(4) Finally we will label [_]_ # 7 the intertwiner operators coming
from P1 and [\]\ # P the intertwiner operators from P2 .
Our goal now is to determine PN/M=P=(GH, +, W ) in terms of Gi ,
Hi , +i , and Wi (i=1, 2), and to do that we will start producing the prin-
cipal and dual graphs of N/M.
We will call 1 the diagram of
End(NNN)/End(NMM)/End( NMN)/ } } }
(obtained by tensoring on the right); 1 $ the diagram of
End(NNN)/End(MMN)/End( NMN)/ } } }
(tensoring on the left); 4 the diagram of
End(M MM)/End( MMN)/End( M M1M)/ } } }
(tensoring on the right); and finally 4$ the diagram of
End(M MM)/End( NMM)/End( M M1M)/ } } }
(tensoring on the left). Call now 1i (respectively 4i , etc.) the set of vertices
of 1 (respectively 4, etc.) at level i (so that 1i+1 is the union of 1i and a
new part determined by G); and proceed to the analysis of how 1 looks
(see also [5], where this is done in the special case 11=41=An ,
12=42=Am , for n, m # [3, 4, ...] _ []).
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Step 0. It is clear that 10=[ VN].
Step 1. 11=[XY] (to streamline the notations, in the following we
will simply write XY for XP Y). Since XY is irreducible, we can choose
IXY=IX IY as the one element basis for hom(XY, XY).
Step 2. 12 is determined by considering first XYY X . This is not
irreducible, but we know how to decompose it in the sum of irreducibles,
because of the freeness hypothesis and of the fact we know how to decom-
pose YY in P2 and XX in P1 . If we set XX =}a na Xa , and YY =
}b mbYb , then
XYY X =\a naXa+\ b, Yb{VP mbXYb X + ,
and
12=[Xa]a _ [XYb X ]b, Yb{VP .
The choice of the intertwiners is now clear: if [\j] is the basis for the space
hom(YY , Yb) in P2 , then IX \j IX is a basis for hom(XYY X , XYb X );
and if \ is the one element basis for hom(YY , VP) (i.e., \ is the right
Frobenius dual of IY), and _i the basis for hom(XX , Xa), then _ i b
(IX \IX ) is a basis for hom(XYY X , Xa).
Step 2n&1. Tensor each vertex in 12n on the right by Y X , and
iterate Step 2 to build up the set of vertices in 12n&1 .
Step 2n. Tensor each vertex in 12n&1 on the right by XY, and iterate
Step 2 to build up the set of vertices in 12n .
Apply the same procedure to get vertices and labels for 4, 1 $, and 4$.
There is only a problem here, namely that this labeling might not be well
defined. We know in fact that if we call V0 , V1 , V2 , and V3 the vertices of
principal and dual graphs in GH, then a labeling on
V0 wwV1
V3 wwV2
must generate the labeling on the whole of 1, 4, 1 $, and 4$. This means
that we are obliged now to check that the choice above is compatible in
this sense.
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To be more precise, consider any two connected vertices V and W on 1.
To fix the ideas, say that V is an N-M vertex, and W an N-N vertex as
V=V0X1 Y1 , W=W0Y2X2 ,
where V0 and W0 are the two ‘‘initial parts’’ of V and W. We want to show
that in this case the basis on hom(WXY, V ) taken by reflecting the one in
hom(VY X , W ) coincides with the basis on hom(WXY, V ) constructed with
the inductive procedure above.
Lemma 5.2. Fix V and W as above, and denote by } ~ the right Frobenius
dual of } . Then there are only two possibilities for W to be connected to V:
(1) W=V0X1 Y2X , if \i is an element of the basis of hom(Y1 Y , Y2),
then
(IV0X1 \ i IX )
t=(IV0X1 \~ i) b (IV0X1Y2 I X IY). (7)
(2) W=V0X2 , if _i is an element of the basis of hom(X1X , X2), then
[(IV0 _i) b (IV0X1 I Y IX )]
t =(IV0 _~ i IY). (8)
Proof. Say that V=V0X1Y1 , W=V0X1 Y2 X , and fix \i an element of
the basis of hom(Y1Y , Y2). Then \~ i is an element of the basis of
hom(Y2 Y, Y1). Since we want to prove Eq. (7), start fixing z0 # V0 X1 ,
y2 # Y2 such that \i*( y2)= ya y b # Y1 Y , xa , xb # X, and y # Y. Then
RHS=(IV0X1 \~ i) b (IV0 X1Y2 I X IY) z0 y2 x a xb y
=(IV0X1 \~ i) zo y2 I X (x a xb)y.
But now if for any ’ # X we call ?1(’ ): VP  X the right multiplication by
’ , i.e., ?1(’ ) !=!’ for all ! # VP , then it turns out that
?1(’ )* (:; )=: } (;, ’) 0P=: } ;*’, \’ , ; # X ; : # VP ,
so that
I X (x a xb)=|X N | &12 ?1(x b)* I*X (x a)
=|X N | &12 ?1(x b)* (x a)
=|X N | &12 (xa*xb).
If now ’ # Y , then we can similarly define for all ‘1 # Y1 the right multi-
plication ?2(’ ): Y1  Y1 Y , by ?2(’ ) ‘1=‘1 ’ . Again
?2(’ 1)* ‘’ 2=‘ } ’2*’1 , \’ 1 , ’ 2 # Y ; ‘ # Y1 .
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This means that
RHS=(IV0X1 \~ i) zo y2  |X N |
&12 (xa*xb) y
=|X N |&12 z0 \~ i ( y2  (xa*xb) y)
=|X N |&12 |Y1M |12 |Y2P |&12 z0 ?2(xa*xb y)* (\i*( y2))
=|X N |&12 |Y1M |12 |Y2P |&12 z0  ( ya } yb*xa*xb y)
(recall that yb*xa*xb y # M, which acts on Y1 by right multiplication, so that
ya } yb*xa*xb y # Y1). On the other side, we can define for all ’ # Y X the
right multiplication ?3(’ ): V0X1Y1  V0X1 Y1 Y X by ?3(’ ) !=!’ , for
all ! # V0X1Y1 . Again it is easy to see that
?3(’ 1)* !’ 2=! } ’2*’1 , \! # V0X1Y1 , ’1 , ’2 # Y X .
Thus we have
LHS=(IV0X1 IX )
t z0 y2 x a xb y
=|V0X1 Y1M |12 |V0 X1 Y2X N | &12
_?3(xb y)* (IV0 X1 \ i* IX ) z0 \i ( ya yb)xa
=|Y1M |12 |Y2P |&12 |X N |&12 ?3(xb y)* z0 ya y bx a
=|Y1M |12 |Y2P |&12 |X N |&12 z0  ( ya } yb*xa*xb y).
The other equation is proved in the same way. Q.E.D
It is clear that the analogue lemma holds for any couple of vertices in 4,
1 $, or 4$, connected as above.
The next step is to determine the weight vector +, but this is an easy task
because of the multiplicativity of the index. It is clear that a vertex in G or
H is one of
(a) Xi1 Yj1 } } } Xin Yjn ,
(b) Xi1 Yj1 } } } Yjn Xin+1 ,
(c) Yj1 Xi2 } } } Xin Yjn ,
(d) Yj1 Xi2 } } } Yjn Xin+1 ,
where the first and last letter in each word is an N-P, M-P, P-N, or P-M
irreducible bimodule, and all the intermediate letters P-P irreducible
bimodules not equal to VP (this explicit description of the vertices can also
be found in [6], in the special case when the two paragroups are An and
Am). Then
+(Xi1 Yy1 } } } )=+1(Xi1) +2(Y j1) } } } ,
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etc. Observe here that if ;1 and ;2 are the two constants of the harmonicity
axiom in P1 and P2 , then ;=;1 } ;2 is the constant in P:
Lemma 5.3. Fix !=Xi1 Yj1 } } } Yjn&1 Xin any N-N vertex in P. Then
;+(!)=:
’
n!, ’ +(’)=:
‘
n!, ‘+(‘),
where the sum is extended to all the ’’s connected to ! in 1, and to all the
‘’s connected to ! in 1 $.
Proof. To prove the first of the equalities, we start saying that
Xin X=
a
naXa
and that if VP is one of the Xa ’s,
Yjn&1 Y=
b
nbYb .
There are two cases to be considered.
Case I. VP is not one of the Xa ’s. Then
;+(!)=+1(X i1) } } } +2(Yjn&1) } ;1+1(Xin) } ;2
=+1(X i1) } } } +2(Yjn&1) } :
a
na+1(Xa) } +2(Y)
=:
’
n!, ’+(’).
Case II. If VP is one of the Xa ’s, then
;+(!)=+1(Xi1) } } } +2(Yjn&1) } ;1+1(Xin) } ;2
= :
Xa{VP
+1(Xi1) } } } +2(Yjn&1) na +1(Xa) +2(Y)
+:
b
+1(Xi1) } } } +1(Xin&1) nb+2(Yb)
=:
’
n!, ’ +(’).
The other case is proved in the same way. Q.E.D
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TABLE I
Irreducibles with Less than Four Letters
1(a) N-N bimodules (i) Xil
(ii) Xi1 Yj1 Xi2
1(b) N-M bimodules Xi1 Yj1
1(c) M-N bimodules Yj1 Xi2
1(d) M-M bimodules (i) Yjm
(ii) Yj1 Xi2 Yj2
The analogue lemma holds for vertices on 4 and 4$.
The last step is to produce the connection W, and to do that recall that
W is the direct sum of several blocks, each one being characterized by the
left upper and right lower corners. We have several cases, according to the
left upper corner of the block of W: Table I refers to the case where the left
upper corner has less than four letters, and Table II to the one with more
than or equal to four letters. The two tables must be read as follows: each
case is a possible left upper corner. To make an example, Case 1(a)(i), i.e.,
‘‘N-N bimodules of type Xil ,’’ consists of all the blocks in W such that the
left upper corner is Xil .
To make an example, we will consider in detail
Case 1(a)(i). Fix any Xi1 N-N irreducible bimodule in P1 . Then the
possible right lower corners for a block in which Xi1 is a left upper corner
are those (and only those) coming from the decomposition of Y X Xi1 XY.
Now there are two occurrences: either X Xi1 X contains VP , or it does not.
In other words, the only possible right lower corners are
(1) Y XaY,
(2) Yb .
TABLE II
Irreducibles with More than Four Letters
2(a) N-N bimodules (i) XY j1[Xi2(Yj1 X i2)
n] Y j1X , with n0
(ii) All the other cases
2(b) N-M bimodules (i) XY j1(Xi2 Yj1)
n Xi2 Y, with n0
(ii) All the other cases
2(c) M-N bimodules (i) Y X i2(Yj2 Xi2)
n Yj2 X , with n0
(ii) All the other cases
2(d) M-M bimodules (i) Y X i2[Yj2(Xi2 Y j2)
n] X i2Y, with n0
(ii) All the other cases
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Part I. In either way, if Xa { VP is an irreducible from X Xi1 X, then
the generic cell in the block with Xi1 as left upper corner and Y XaY as right
lower one will look like
IY _4 IY _2IY
Xi1 wwww
_1IY Xai Y
(9)
Y Xaj wwwwIY _3IY Y XaY
where
{
_1 # hom(X i1 X, Xai)
_2 # hom(X Xai , Xa)
_3 # hom(Xaj X, Xa)
_4 # hom(X Xi1 , Xaj).
But then the cell in 9 is equal to
=(IY _3 IY) b (IY _4 IXY) b (IY X _1* IY) b (IY _2* IY)
=IY  [_3 b (_4 IX) b (IX _1*) b _2*]IY
Xi1 ww
_1 Xai
=_4 _2
Xaj ww_3 Xa
Part II. If VP is one of the irreducibles in X Xi1 X, and if Yb appears
in the decomposition of Y Y, then the generic cell with Xi1 and Yb as respec-
tively left upper and right lower corners is given by
IY _4 \1%(IY _2IY)
Xi1 wwwww
_1IY XY
Y X wwwww
\2 b (IY _3 IY)
Yb
where
_1 # hom(Xi1 X, X)
{_2 , _3 # hom(X X, VP) [\1 , \1 # hom(Y Y, Yb)_4 # hom(X Xi1 , X )
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(observe that _2 and _3 can be different, even though they are both a one
element basis for the same space, because they belong to different Bratteli
diagrams: _2 is on a column, meanwhile _3 on a row). The cell above is
then equal to
I_4
=\2 b (IY _3 IY) b (IY _4 IXY)
b (IY X _1* IY) b (IY _2* IY) b \1*
=\2 b [IY  (_3 b (_4 IX) b (IX _1*) b _2*)IY] b \1*
VP ww
IY Y Xi1 ww
_1 X
= IY \1 _2
Y ww
\2
Yb Y ww_3 Yb
If we denote by
A ww g
\ +g ww B Pi
the matrix block in the paragroup Pi with left upper corner A and right
lower corner B, then we can summarize the two parts of Case 1(a) with
Xi1 ww g Xi1 ww g
\ + =\ + (10)g ww Y Xa Y P g ww Xa P1
Xi1 ww g VP ww g Xi1 ww g
\ + =\ + }\ + (11)g ww Yb P g ww Yb P2 g ww VP P1
The other cases are similarly analyzed.1
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1 A complete list of the unitaries in W is available upon request.
6. THE CONSTRUCTION OF P1 V P2
Assume now that P1 and P2 are two given extremal paragroups. By
Theorem 3.5 there exist two inclusions N1 /P1 and P2 /M2 such that
P1 &PN1/P1 , and P2 &PP2/M2 . By tensoring the two inclusions, we can
assume that there exists a triple N/P/M such that P1 &PN/P , and
P2 &PP/M .
Of course in general we cannot expect that N/P/M is a free composi-
tion, but it will turn out that a free model always exists inside this inclu-
sion, as a minimal object inside the triple. In Popa’s language, we will
simply determine a minimal sublattice of the lattice of N/P/M (see also
[6, 7]). We will first list a triple (GH, +, W), and then prove it is in fact
an extremal paragroup. Thus the main theorem:
Theorem 6.1. For any two given extremal paragroups P1 and P2 , there
exists a third extremal paragroup P such that P=P1 V P2 .
Again, and only to simplify a little the notations, we will assume
throughout the whole chapter that P1 and P2 are irreducible, but the same
construction can be easily generalized to the extremal case.
We start assuming that N/P/M is given and is such that N/P and
P/M are irreducible, and that PN/P=P1 , PP/M=P2 . As in the previous
section, we set
X=NPP ,
Y=PMM .
Denote now by PN/M the paragroup coming from N/M, and by P the
free composition to be of P1 and P2 .
We will construct P along the same lines used in the previous chapter,
so that the first step will be to produce the two graphs G and H together
with a choice of intertwiners. As done before, call Xi a generic vertex and
_i a generic intertwiner in P1 (Y j and \j in P2). The main idea here is to
consider only a suitable subset of homomorphisms from, PN/M , and to
endow them with a scalar product using the tables from Section 4.
We start by constructing 1, the Bratteli diagram of the first row, and as
before we will label 1i the set of vertices at level i.
Step 0. 10=[ VN].
Step 1. Generally speaking XY fails to be irreducible, but still IX IY
is a well defined homomorphism in hom(XY, XY ). We then define
11=[XY], and hom0(XY, XY ) the subspace of hom(XY, XY ) spanned by
IX IY .
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Step 2. 12 is constructed along the same lines as in the previous
chapter: consider XYX Y , and look at the decomposition of YY in P2 and
XX in P1 . To fix the ideas, say that
XX =
a
naXa ,
YY =
b
mb Yb .
Then we set
12=[Xa]a _ [XYb X ]b: Yb{VP
even though
\a naXa+\ Yb{VP mbXYb X +
is not a decomposition into irreducibles of XYY X . Now if [\j] is the basis
for hom(YY , Yb) in P2 , then we define hom0(XYY X , XYbX ) as the linear
span of the IX \j IX in hom(XYY X , XYb X ). In this way [IX 
\j IX ] is an orthonormal basis for the space hom0(XYY X , XYb X ) with
respect to the usual scalar product given by composing intertwiners. In the
same way, if \ is the one element basis of hom(YY , VP) in P2 , and [_i]
form a basis for hom(XX , Xa) in P1 , then hom0(XYY X , Xa) is defined to
be the linear span of the [_i b (Ix \IX )] in hom(XYY X , Xa), endowed
with the usual scalar product as before. Observe that if ! and ’ are in
hom0(XYY X , XYb X ), for instance, then ! b ’* # CIXYbX , but this is not true
for any two general intertwiners in hom(XYY X , XYbX ), for the simple
reason that XYbX might as well not be irreducible.
Step 2n&1. Say that V is a vertex in 12n&2 (and repeat the same
argument for all the vertices in 12n&2). We can assume that
V=Xi1 Yj1 } } } Xin Yjm=V0X im Yjm ,
with Xi1 an N-P bimodule in P1 , Xt (respectively Yl) P-P bimodules in P1
(respectively P2), for t=i2 , i3 , ..., im and l= j1 , j2 , ..., jm&1 , and finally Yjm
a P-M bimodule. Look now at Yjm Y in P2 , and say that
Yjm Y =
b
mbYb .
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If VP is one of the Yb ’s, then look also at X im X in P2 , and say that
Xim X =
a
na Xa .
Then V is connected to V0Xim YbX with multiplicity mb , and if VP is one
of the Yb ’s, then V0 is connected to V0 Xa with multiplicity na . Define
hom0(VY X , V0Xim YbX )
as the span of [IV0 Xim \ j IX ] (where [\ j] is the basis in
hom(YmY , Yb)); and (if VP is one of the Yb ’s)
hom0(VY X , V0 Xa)
as the linear span of [_i b (IV0Xim \IX )] (where [_ i] is the basis of
hom(Xim X , Xa), and \ is the one element basis of hom(YY , VP)).
Step 2n. Fix a vertex W in 12n&1 (and repeat the same argument for
all the other vertices). Again we can assume
W=Xi1 Yj1 } } } Xim Yjm Xim1=W0 Yjm Xim+1 .
Now tensor on the right by XY, instead of Y X as in the previous step, and
look at
Xim+1 X=
a
naXa .
For [_i] the basis for hom(Xim+1 X, Xa), define hom0(WXY, W0 Yjm XaY )
as the linear span of [IW0Yjm _ i IY]. If VP is one of the Xa ’s, then we
also have to look at
Yjm Y=
b
mbYb ,
and if we denote by a the one element basis of hom(Xim+1 X, VP) and by
[\j] the basis of hom(Yjm Y, Yb), then we define hom0(WXY, W0Yb) as the
linear span of [(IW0 \j) b (IW0 Yjm _IY)].
The induction is now obvious.
We can construct now in the same way the other three Bratteli diagrams:
(1) start with VN and tensor on the left alternately by XY and Y X
to get 1 $;
(2) start with VM and tensor on the right alternately by XY and Y X
to get 4;
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(3) start with VM and tensor on the left alternately by XY and Y X
to get 4$.
We have to check now that this labeling is well defined, in the same
sense as in the previous chapter. In other words, if we call V0 , V1 , V2 , and
V3 the vertices of the graphs constructed above, then we must check that
a labeling on
V0 ww V1
V3 ww V2
generates the complete labeling of 1, 1 $, 4, and 4$. This amounts to prove
that if we fix two connected vertices in V0 and V1 (or V0 and V3 , or V1
and V2 , or V3 and V2), say V and W, then the basis of hom0(WY X , V)
defined by reflecting the basis of hom0(VXY, W) is the same as the basis
constructed with the procedure above.
But this is exactly the content of Lemma 5.2.
We have now to define the weight vector +,
+(Xi1 Yj1 } } } ) :=+(Xi1) +(Yj1) } } }
(similarly for vertices of the type Yj1 Xi2 } } } ).
The last ingredient we must assign is the connection W. To do that, first
consider the complete list of all the possible occurrences, i.e., of all the left
upper corners, and then define W cell by cell using the tables obtained as
in Section 4. To make an example, we want to associate a complex number
to the symbol
IY _4 IY _2IY
Xi1 wwww
_1IY Xai Y
(12)
Y Xaj wwwwIY _3IY Y XaY
Recall now that End(Y XaY )&3 C, so we cannot use the standard technique
to define (12); still we can define (12) to be the number
Xi1 ww
_1 Xai
_4 _2
Xaj ww_3 Xa
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In other words we have first defined a subset hom0 of homomorphisms of
PN/M , and then we associated to it the change of basis matrix defined by
the tables in Section 4.
The proof that P=(GH, +, W) above is in fact an extremal paragroup
is now straightforward. Observe that extremality is trivial in our case,
because if P1 and P2 are irreducible, then P is also irreducible, so that the
extremality condition is automatically satisfied provided P is a paragroup
(more in general it can be proved that if P1 and P2 are extremal, then also
P is).
Unitarity and renormalization go along the same lines: check directly on
a finite number of block types that the matrix W defined as in the tables
is unitary and satisfies the renormalization axiom.
Similar methods apply for the harmonicity axiom, which is due to the
harmonicity of P1 and P2 by Lemma 5.3.
Initialization is again trivial (since we have only one vertex connected to
each V ), but it is easy to prove also if we deal in the more general frame
of non-irreducible paragroups.
The final axiom, flatness, is also clear, because the matrix W constructed
in Section 4 is flat. More explicitly, if we call w the cell given by
V ww! V
_ \
V ww
’
V
( V = VN for instance), then it is clear that w is the entry of the change of
basis between ’ b (_I ) and \ b (I!)=! b (\I ) in the subspace hom0
previously defined, so that w is 1 if and only if !=’ and _=\.
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